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Abstract Collisionless magnetic reconnection occurs ubiquitously in space plasma environments
and plays an important role in energy conversion therein. In collisionless magnetic reconnection, the
reconnection site is usually unsteady and ejects reconnection fronts away from it. Using two-dimensional
particle-in-cell simulations, we study the energy budgets from the collisionless magnetic reconnection site
to reconnection fronts. It is concluded that the reconnection rate cannot well reflect energy conversion
of nonsteady state magnetic reconnection because energy conversion occurs predominantly at the
reconnection fronts, whereas the reconnection rate can only represent the energy conversion at the
reconnection site. We clarify the connection between the reconnection site and the reconnection fronts in
terms of energy conversion. The reconnection site functions as a trigger and energy source that generates
the outflow of Poynting flux, bulk kinetic energy flux, and enthalpy flux forming the reconnection fronts
that move downstream. The well-developed reconnection fronts are no longer related to the reconnection
site. The energy income at the reconnection fronts is mainly the Poynting flux from their top and bottom
boundaries, most of which is transformed
E to P  V flux flowing downstream out of the moving front
through the work by the electric field. The work done by the electric force is compensated with the work
done by the thermal pressure gradient, which guarantees that the released magnetic energy is mostly
converted to thermal energy.
1. Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is a process of energy conversion from magnetic field to plasmas. During magnetic
reconnection, topologies of magnetic fields change and magnetic energy is released to particle heating and
acceleration (Birn & Priest, 2007; Yamada et al., 2010). It provides explanations for many explosive phenomena in space plasmas, such as solar flares (Masuda et al., 1994), coronal mass ejections (Lin & Forbes, 2000),
and geomagnetic substorms (Baker et al., 1996; Kepko et al., 2015). Laboratory experiments have also reported occurrences of magnetic reconnection (Yamada et al., 1994).
One key question for magnetic reconnection is the energy conversion. Birn and Hesse (2005, 2010) studied
the energy budgets in magnetic reconnection using MHD and localized particle-in-cell simulations. They
concluded that the Poynting flux from the tail lobe is converted to thermal energy through bulk kinetic
energy as a mediator. Using hybrid simulations, Aunai et al. (2011) discovered that ions are inclined to gain
thermal energy instead of kinetic energy. Q. Lu, Lu, Huang, Wu, and Wang (2013) and S. Lu, Lu, Huang, and
Wang (2013) used two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations to study the energy conversion
of electrons near the reconnection site and in the magnetic island and found that electrons are heated and
form the enthalpy flux flowing toward the magnetic island. Eastwood et al. (2013) also verified that the ion
enthalpy flux is dominant in the partition of energy flux through satellite observations. Experiments on
energy conversion in magnetic reconnection have also been carried out (Yamada et al., 2014, 2015). They
found that half of the magnetic energy is converted to particles, 2/3 of which is given to ions, and 1/3 to
electrons.
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However, when zoomed out from the reconnection region to the global-scale phenomena, such as geomagnetic substorms, it has been found by Angelopoulos et al. (2013) that the energy conversion during
substorms predominantly occurs at reconnection fronts, whereas the energy conversion at reconnection
site itself is much less. Using PIC simulations, Goldman et al. (2015) also showed that energy conversion
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(especially ions) predominantly occurs at the reconnection fronts in comparison with the reconnection
site. Yi et al. (2019) found that the energy conversion rate peaks later than the reconnection rate and also
concluded that the energy conversion primarily happens at the reconnection fronts. In addition, Shay
et al. (2014) investigated the electron heating during magnetic reconnection through simulation; their study
indicates that the energy partition may not be determined by the reconnection rate. Here, reconnection
fronts are magnetic reconnection's ejecta moving away from the reconnection site, which consist of reconnected magnetic flux and plasma outflows. Reconnection fronts are usually referred to as dipolarization
fronts and jet fronts as well (Deng et al., 2010; Divin et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2015; C. M. Liu, Fu, Vaivads,
et al., 2018; J. Liu et al., 2014; Runov et al., 2009; Sitnov et al., 2009; M. Zhou et al., 2009). Spacecraft observations usually recognize a reconnection front as a sharp increase in Bz component along with a decrease
in plasma density (H. S. Fu et al., 2013; C. M. Liu, Fu, Xu, et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2018). A
typical reconnection-forming front mainly comprises downstream Poynting flux and enthalpy flux (Lapenta et al., 2014; S. Lu et al., 2015; Vapirev et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2017). However, it remains
unclear how the energy conversion at reconnection fronts connects to that at reconnection site, especially
during the formation of the fronts. Song et al. (2020) investigated the force and energy balance at the developing reconnection front and analyzed how fronts are accelerated and the energy source that heats and
accelerates the electrons and ions. Moreover, for the well-developed reconnection fronts, although previous
simulations and observations have examined the energy conversion
E rate J  E (Khotyaintsev et al., 2017; Sitnov et al., 2009; Zhong et al., 2019), such examinations do not reveal the entire energy budgets. For example,
it remains unclear that what supplies the strong
E
J  E, how much energy goes to electron/ion heating, bulk
flows, and different kinds of energy flow.
Following the above rationale, in this paper, we study the energy budgets from the collisionless magnetic
reconnection site to reconnection fronts by using two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.
We demonstrate why the energy conversion is dominated by the reconnection front rather than the reconnection site. In addition, we focus on the origin and development of energy conversion at the reconnection
site and front by studying the connections and differences between them. We describe our simulation setup
in Section 2, and the simulation results are presented in Section 3. Discussions and conclusions are given
in Section 4.

2. Simulation Setup
We applied a 2D explicit particle-in-cell (PIC) method to perform the simulation. The code has been successfully applied to study magnetic reconnection (X. R. Fu et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2010; Q. Lu et al., 2010).
The electric field and magnetic field are defined on grids in the x-z plane and updated by solving Maxwell's
equations. The electrons and ions are modeled as macroparticles and advanced in the electromagnetic fields
by solving their motion equations. The initial condition is a Harris current sheet with a uniform background
plasma. The initial magnetic field is B  B0 tanh  z /  e x , where
E
B0 denotes the asymptotic magnetic field
E and  denotes the half-width of the current sheet. Here, we
E use   0.6 di , where di  c /i denotes the ion
inertial length and pi  n0 e2 / 0 mi is the ion plasma frequency. We also add a small perturbation on the
magnetic field at the center of the simulation domain to expedite the occurrence of magnetic reconnection.
The initial density of the plasma
is n n0 sech2 z /  nb , where

E
n0 is the peak density of the Harris current sheetE and nb is the uniform background plasma density. The background density
E
nb is 20%
E of n0. The
ion-electron temperature ratio is 4:1. The temperature is uniform and isotropic in the simulation domain.
E

E

SHU ET AL.

The size of the 2D simulation box
E is Lx  Lz , Ewith Lx  100 di Eand Lz  10 di . The grid spacing is
E is 

t 0.001i1. de  c /pe stands for the electron inertial length
x z 0.05di 0.5de, and time step
and i  eB0 /mi is the ion gyrofrequency. The mass ratio between ion and electron is taken as 100 in our
simulation. The speed of light is taken
E as c  15v A, where v A  B0 / 0 mi n0 is the Alfvén velocity. We put
4  10 7 particles in total in the simulation. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x-direction, and
perfect conductor boundary conditions are applied in the z-direction.
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Figure 1. Overview of theEwork J  E (left) and y component of the electric field Ey (right) with magnetic field lines
(black lines)
E at i t 
16.8, 20.0, 23.2, and 40.0.

3. Results
3.1. Overview
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Figure 2. Evolution of total magnetic energy (blue), reconnection
rate (red), and integrated work over the whole region, that is, energy
conversion rate (green).
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Figure 1 gives an overview of the magnetic reconnection process. Work by electricEfield J  E (left column)
and the electric field component
E
E y (right column) is presented. Positive work by electric field indicates
that the magnetic energy is dissipated and converted to the plasma. Starting from the reconnection site at

t 16.8i1, energy conversion grows with the reconnection electric field due to collisionless tearing instability. Fronts emerge at two flanks of the reconnection site Esince t  20.0i1. As fronts develop and move
downstream, they gradually dominate the energy conversion in the whole reconnection process. This is
consistent with previous simulations by Q. Lu, Lu, Huang, Wu, and Wang (2013) and S. Lu, Lu, Huang, and
Wang (2013), which found that the growth rate of the electricEfield E y at the pileup region is about twice that
at the reconnection site (Q. Lu, Lu, Huang, Wu, & Wang, 2013). After formation, fronts gain a steady moving speed downstream, and the energy
0.2
conversion at fronts reaches a dynamic balance, which will be discussed
in detail below.
5
It should be clear that both the reconnection site and fronts are inevitable
in researching energy conversion, which will be presented in Sections 3.2
and 3.3, respectively. To elucidate the relation between the reconnection
site and fronts, the formation of the reconnection fronts near the reconnection site is investigated in Section 3.3. To better quantify the energy
budgets, two boxes of the same size are set to mark two major energy
converting sites: the reconnection site (pink) and the right-side reconnection front (green). Because the reconnection site stays at the center of the
simulation domain, the pink box is chosen to be static at the reconnection
site. The reconnection fronts move once they are well developed, so the
green box at the right-side reconnection front moves along with it. The
situation at the left-side front is similar due to symmetry.
Figure 2 shows the time evolution of total magnetic energy, reconnection rate, Eand ∬ J  E dxdz . All these terms are normalized. The
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reconnection rate is defined as the y-component of the electric field at
the reconnection site, normalized by asymptotic magneticEfield B0 and
the characteristic Alfvén velocity. The reconnection rate is always applied to represent the rate that the reconnection proceeds in the steadystate reconnection. According to the field energy conversion equation,
  0 E 2  B 2 /0 /t    S   J  E (electric field energy is negligible).
The decreasing rate of magnetic energy of the system can be expressed
as work integrated over the whole region,
E
∬ J  E dxdz (2D simulation,
integrated in the x-z plane), namely energy conversion rate, since Poynting flux at boundaries can be neglected. As shown in the figure, the energy conversion rate and the reconnection rate peak asynchronously. The
maximum reconnection rate is 0.17
E at

t 23.2i1. At this time, magnetic
energy declines merely 1.5%. Nevertheless, the energy conversion rate
starts increasing Esince
t 16.8i1 and reaches a plateau
E at

t 37.0i1.
The magnetic energy declines at a uniform pace afterward. About 27.5%
of the whole magnetic energy is converted to plasmas for the duration
of the calculation
(
E
t 50i1 in total), which indicates that most of the
Figure 3. Bz component on right x-axis over time. The moving
energy conversion does not take place near the X-line. This is because the
front is outstanding comparing with the background. During
t 27.6i1  50.0i1, the moving speed can be approximated as constant
main proportion of work is done at fronts instead as shown in Figure 1d.
about 0.64 v A (green dashed line).
E
Unlike steady-state reconnection, the reconnection rate in nonsteady
state reconnection is an insufficient indication for energy conversion.
There exists a small peak
E at

t 28.2i1 following the acme of the reconnection rate. It is attributed to a small magnetic island formed by the secondary reconnection, which does
not affect the whole energy conversion.





The time evolution of the reconnected magnetic field (i.e., Bz component at z = 0) is shown in Figure 3.
The right-side moving front emerges in the diffusion region at the beginning of reconnection and reaches a
steady speed
E at

t 27.6i1. It maintains the constant moving speed
E (∼0.64 v A) and propagates downstream
afterward. Therefore, the green box we choose also moves at a speed
E of 0.64 v A. Note that the Bz magnitude

t 27.6i1.
also keeps unchangedEafter
Figure 4 explains why the energy conversion at reconnection fronts exceeds that at the reconnection site.
The first reason is that the energy conversionE rate ∬ J  E dxdz at reconnection front is several times larger
than that at the reconnection site. The second reason is that the energy conversion at fronts persists as they
propagate downstream and maintains at a high level, whereas the energy
conversion at the reconnection site is transient.
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Figure 4. Work by the electric field on electrons, ions, and plasmas
at the reconnection site and the front (integrated over boxes at both
places, respectively, see Figure 1). Solid lines represent the work at the
reconnection site and dashed lines for the front.
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∬ J i  E dxdz is several times larger Ethan ∬ J e  E dxdz at the reconnect 27i1) and at the reconnection front, which indicates
tion site E
(until 
that the energy conversion is mainly attributed to ions. This is consistent
with previous spacecraft observational results (Khotyaintsev et al., 2017;
Zhong et al., 2019). We foundEthat ∬ J i  E dxdzEand ∬ J e  E dxdz are
mainly dominated y-components, that
E is, ∬ J y E y dxdz . The in-plane electric field does not contribute much to the energy conversion. Upon a closer examination, the electricEfield E y grows exponentially at the front. The
ion current density remains the same level as the unreconnected current
sheet. However, the electric current density happens to descend. The ions
are unmagnetized, while the electrons are magnetized at the reconnection front, which makes ions easier to gain energy from the electric field
than electrons. As a result, the ratio between the energy conversion to
ions and electrons increases from 2:1 at the reconnection site to 6:1 at the
reconnection front.

The energy conversion equations can be written as follows:
WE /t  WB /t    S   J  E   J  E  J  Ve  B,
(1)
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Figure 5. (a–c) Change rate of magnetic energy density WB /t , (d–f) work by electricEfield J  E, andE(g–i) J  E (work by electron pressure term and electron
E at i t 
16.8, 20.0, and 23.2.
inertial term) near the reconnection site, shown in colors, with Poynting flux shown in arrows




Us /t    H s    Qs     Ps   Vs .
(3)
K s /t     K s Vs      Ps  Vs  J s  E,
(2)

Equations 1–3 describe the electromagnetic field energy, kinetic energy, and thermal energy conversion,
respectively. In the equations, s = i, e, where i represents ions and e represents electrons. J is the electric
current density, E is the electric field, B is the magneticEfield, Vs is the bulk velocity,
E
Ps is the pressure tensor,
WE   0 E 2 / 2 is the electric energy density, WB  B 2 / 2 0 is the magnetic energy density,
E
S E  B / 0 is
2
1
1
E
K s  ms nsVs2 is the bulk kinetic energy density,
E
U s
ms   v  Vs  fs  v  dv is the
the Poynting vector,
2
2
2
1
E and Q s
ms   v  Vs   v  Vs  fs  v  dv
thermal energy density,
E
H s U s Vs  Ps  Vs is the enthalpy flux,
2
is the heat flux. Based on Equations 1–3, in the following sections, we analyze the energy budgets at the
reconnection site and reconnection front.
3.2. Reconnection Site
Reconnection begins at the reconnection site as a result of collisionless tearing mode instability (Q. Lu, Lu,
Huang, Wu, & Wang, 2013; S. Lu et al., 2020). We examine Equation 1 at the reconnection site in Figure 5.
The Poynting flux flows into the reconnection site in the z-direction, and it flows downstream away from the
reconnection site in the x-direction. Figures 5d–5f show that magnetic energy is dissipated and converted
into work by the electricEfield J  E. The regions where
E
J  E  0 are called load regions. Load regions start
at the reconnection site, expand to two flanks of the X-line at later times, forming the reconnection fronts,
and finally concentrate at the moving reconnection fronts. Figures 5g–5i show that the work done by the
nonideal electric Efield, J
 E J   E  Ve  B , is also positive but more localized right at the center of
the reconnection site. This is comprehensible because the nonideal electric field is nonzero in the electron
diffusion region at the center of the reconnection site (e.g., Q. Lu, Lu, Huang, Wu, & Wang, 2013; M. Zhou
et al., 2019).
For a more quantitative analysis, we integrate the terms in Equation 1 over the pink box plotted in Figure 5,
and the results at four representative times are listed in TableE1. At i t 
16.8, 20.0, and 23.2, when reconnection begins at the reconnection site, the local magnetic energy is released, WB /t  0 . Also, there is a
SHU ET AL.
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Table 1
Integration of the Terms in Equation 1 Over the Pink Box at the
Reconnection Site
E

Ωi t

WB /t

WE /t

16.8

−0.103

0.001

−0.175

0.280

20.0

−0.228

0.004

−0.405

0.611

23.2

−0.298

0.007

−0.399

0.688

40.0

−0.026

−0.001

−0.082

0.114

E

S E

JE
E

dominantly confined
Figures 5g–5i.

10.1029/2021JA029712

significant net inflow of the PoyntingEflux,   S  0, which indicates that
the upstream inflow (i.e., the top and bottom boundaries of the pink box)
always exceeds the downstream outflow (i.e., the left and right boundaries of the pink box). The released local magnetic energy and the net
J  E
inflowing Poynting flux account for about 40% and 60% of the energy
0.054
conversion, respectively. The released magnetic energy and the net in0.111
flowing Poynting flux are converted to the plasma kinetic energy through
0.179
E
J  E. Change of the electric field energy is negligible compared to other
terms. TheEterm J  E represents the work done by the nonideal electric
0.065
field, that is, the work done by the electron pressure gradient term and
electron inertial term, which contributes to 20% or so, and the 20% is preto the electron diffusion region at the center of the reconnection site as shown in

Both the inflow of Poynting
E flux   S and local magnetic energy dissipation WB /t decline at the front-moving phase, for instance,
40.0 (the last row in Table 1). The reconnection site is superseded by reconE at i t 
nection fronts as the major energy converting region. The latter will be discussed in Section 3.3.
In principle, as described by Equations 2 and 3, the positive work done by the electric field can accelerate
ions and electrons, leading to an increase in the bulk kinetic energy
E
K s or the thermal energy
E
Us. Note that
there is aEterm    Ps  Vs in Equations 2 and 3, which determines the energy allocation between the
bulk kinetic energy and the thermal energy. For ions, as shown in Figures 6d–6f,
E
Ji  E is positive at the reE
  Pi  Vi is also positive and distributes similarly
connection site. However,
E to Ji  E. Therefore, these two
terms compensate each other, leading to little gain in the bulk kinetic energy. Figures 6a–6c show that the
ion bulk kinetic energy does not increase but decreases at the reconnectionEsite (Ki / t  0). Nevertheless,
the ion bulk kinetic energy manifests itself as the downstream ion bulk kinetic
E flux K i Vi flowing out of the
reconnection site (as shown by the arrows). Figure 7 depicts the electron kinetic energy conversion at the reconnection site. Similar to ions, the two source terms,
E
Je  E
E and   Pe  Ve, are both positive and distribute
similarly at the reconnection site (Figures 7d–7i) and therefore they compensate each other. As a result, the
local-time change rate of the electron bulk kinetic energy is almost zero (Figures 7a–7c). The electron bulk
kinetic energy
E flux K e Ve also flows out of the reconnection site, and a proportion of it streams out along the
separatrices near the reconnection site.













Figure 6. (a–c) Change rate of ion kinetic energy density ∂Ki/∂t, (d–f) work done to ions by electricEfield Ji  E, and (g–i) work done by ion pressure gradient
E at i t 
16.8, 20.0, and 23.2.
Eforce (  Pi )  Vi near the reconnection site, shown in colors, with ion bulk kinetic energy flux shown in arrows
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Figure 7. (a–c) Change rate of electron kinetic energy density ∂Ki/∂t, (d–f) work done to electrons by electricEfield J e  E, and (g–i) work done by electron
pressure gradientEforce (  Pe )  Ve near the reconnection site, shown in colors, with electron bulk kinetic energy flux shown in arrows
E at i t 
16.8, 20.0, and
23.2.

Table 2 gives us more detailed information on particle kinetic energy conversion, where ions and electrons
show great similarity. The local-time change rate of bulk kinetic energy K s /t equals the outflow of the kinetic
E flux    K s Vs , indicating that both ions and electrons are barely accelerated at the reconnection site.
E
  Ps  Vs
The reason is that the two source E
terms    Ps  VEs and J s  E compensate each other. Because
is positive and large, according to Equation 3, most of the magnetic energy is converted to thermal energy
as shown below.









In Figure 8, the terms in Equation 3 are plotted for ions. As shown in Figures 8d–8f (also in Figures 6g–
6i), the source term for the thermal energyEgain,   Pi  Vi , is large and positive at the reconnection site.
However, the local thermal energy also descends at the reconnection site (Ui /t  0 ). Instead, the energy
gained from work by ion pressure gradient E
force,   Pi  Vi , is converted to ion enthalpyEflux (Hi ) outflow
(the arrows in Figures 8a–8c). The enthalpy flux represents the heated plasma flowing at a bulk velocity.
The outflow of the enthalpy flux corresponds to the formation and outflow of the reconnection fronts. As
the enthalpy flux propagates downstream, plasmas downstream are heated; therefore, a downstream-positive temperature gradient is formed, leading to the backflow of the ion heat
E flux Qi from downstream to the
reconnection site.



Species E

i t

K s /E
t

   K s VsE

   Ps EVs

Js  E

Ion

16.8

−0.155

0.155

−0.202

0.211

20.0

−0.276

0.290

−0.446

0.459

23.2

−0.205

0.203

−0.446

0.456

16.8

0.002

0.0005

−0.062

0.069

20.0

0.004

0.001

−0.138

0.152

23.2

0.004

0.005

−0.197

0.233

Electron
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As shown in Figure 9, the electron thermal energy conversion at the reconnection site resembles the ion thermal energy conversion in many aspects, for instance, the decrease of local thermal energy and the outflow
of the electron enthalpy flux. However, the electron heat flux flows out
of the reconnection site along the separatrices, unlike the ion heat flux.

Table 2
Integration of Terms in Electron and Ion Kinetic Energy Conversion
Equation Near the Reconnection Site





We examine the detailed thermal energy budgets at the reconnection site
in Table 3. For both ions and electrons, the source term, that is, the work
done by the pressure gradient E
force,   Ps  Vs, leads to the thermal energy gain. The local thermal energy also decreases, Ui /t  0 . As a result, the energy is converted to the outflow of the enthalpyE flux H s. As a
secondary effect caused by the temperature gradient, the heat
E flux Q s can
be neglected during the process. Since the plasmas downstream become
frozen-in with the magnetic field lines, the enthalpy flux propagates with
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Figure 8. The change rate of ion thermal energy density Ui /t (left) and work done by ion pressure gradient force

  P   V (right) near the reconnection site, shown in colors, with ion enthalpyE flux H (left) and ion heatE flux Q
i

i

(right) shown in arrows
E at i t 
16.8, 20.0, 23.2.

i

i

Figure 9. The change rate of electron thermal energy density Ue /t (left) and work done by electron pressure gradient
E flux H e (left) and electron
Eforce   Pe  Ve (right) near the reconnection site, shown in colors, with electron enthalpy
heat
E flux Q e (right) shown in arrows
E at i t 
16.8, 20.0, 23.2.
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the downstream piling up of magnetic field lines, which are exactly the
reconnection fronts we will investigate in the following sections.

Table 3
Integration of Terms in Electron and Ion Thermal Energy Conversion
Equation (Equation 3) Near the Reconnection Site
Species

E

Ion

Electron

i t

Us /t E

  H sE

  QEs

  P   V

16.8

−0.201

0.457

−0.106

0.202

s

20.0

−0.361

0.884

−0.162

0.446

23.2

−0.329

0.779

−0.005

0.446

16.8

−0.029

0.065

0.026

0.062

20.0

−0.046

0.137

0.037

0.138

23.2

−0.054

0.188

0.020

0.197

10.1029/2021JA029712

s

3.3. Reconnection Front
The aforementioned outflow of the Poynting flux, enthalpy flux, and bulk
kinetic flux from the reconnection site forms the reconnection fronts.
During the formation of the reconnection front,
E
t  15i1  28i1, the
frozen-in condition
E
EVB 
0 is roughly satisfied at the pileup region, and the motion of the plasma can be described by the momentum
equation





1
 dV /dt    P  J  B    Pi  Pe 
 B    B  2 1 B2 .
(4)
0
0

The terms on the right-hand side are ion and electron pressure gradient force, magnetic tension force, and magnetic pressure gradient force,
respectively. Figure 10 plots the x-component of these terms (averaged over z Efrom 3.6Edi to 6.4 di ) at the
front-forming region. The dominant terms are ion pressure gradient force and magnetic tension force. In
the beginning, for example,
E at t 15i1, the forces are not balanced; the magnetic tension force drags the
plasma downstream. The plasmas along with magnetic field lines at the front are accelerated. The ion pressure increases as the plasmas march downstream and encounter the unreconnected current sheet. Finally,
those two terms are balanced at about
E

t 28i1. The acceleration of fronts is finished, so that fronts can
move at a constant speed afterward.
Once a reconnection front is well developed, it reaches a force balance (Figure 10d) and moves at a constant
speed (Figure 3). Therefore, we choose a typicalEtime i t 
40.0 for illustration. Other times have been researched and present consistent results (not shown in this study).
Considering the moving front, the partial derivative in Equations 2 and 3 should be modified to the material
derivative d/dt   /t  Vs   , where s = i, e for ion and electron energy conversion equation, respectively.
(a) it = 15

(b) it = 19
-(

P ) /(n m V
i x

0.4

-(

0.2

- B 2/2

0

i A i

)

Pe)x/(n 0miVA i)
(B )B/ 0/(n 0miVA i)
Total

0

/(n m V
0

i A i

)

0
-0.2

(c) it = 23

(d) it = 28

0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
50

E
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54
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58 50

52
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Figure 10. X-components of force terms on the right-hand side of Equation 4, that is, ion pressure gradient force (red),
electron pressure gradient force (green), magnetic tension force (blue), and magnetic pressure gradient force (yellow) at
i t 
15,19, 23, 28. Those terms are averaged over zEfrom 3.6
E di to 6.4 di and plotted on the right side of the x-axis.
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J  EE , and
Figure 11. (a) The change rate of magnetic energy density WB /t , (b) work done by electric field
E (c) J  E near
the right-hand-side front
E at i t 
40.0. Poynting flux is shown in arrows in (a–c). X-component and z-component of
Poynting flux are also plotted in (d and e), respectively.

As for the field energy conversion equation, the velocity is approximated as the front-moving velocity
E
VF
downstream along the x-axis: d/dt   /t  VF   . Hence, the modified energy conversion equations for
moving fronts are:

dWE /dt  dWB /dt    S  VF   WE  WB   J  E,
(5)





dK s /dt  K s   Vs     Ps  Vs  J s  E,
(6)









dUs /dt  Us   Vs    Ps  Vs    Qs    Ps  Vs ,
(7)
where
E
  S  VF   WE  WB  in Equation 5 is the actual Poynting flux transported out of the moving front
from its boundaries (negative for flow-in),
E
K s  VEs and Us  Vs represent compression and inflation of the
plasma at the reconnection front, respectively,E and Ps  Vs is still a part of the enthalpy flux, representing
outflow or inflow of heated bulk plasmas.
The terms in the field energy conversion equation, Equation 5, at the moving front are presented in Figure 11. The arrows represent Poynting flux, whose x- and z-components are also plotted in Figures 11d
and 11e. The integration (over the green box at the reconnection front) of terms in Equation 5 is listed in Table 4. The total magnetic energy at the moving front hardly changes, dWB /dt  0 , that is, neither cumulation
nor depletion of magnetic energy occurs during this stage. The major energy income at the reconnection
front is the inflowing Poynting flux. Surprisingly, the net inflow of the Poynting flux is predominantly
E
Sz
from the unreconnected magnetic field (through the upper and lower boundaries of the green box) rather
Ethan S x from the reconnection site (through the left boundary of the green
box), suggesting that the energy conversion at fronts becomes unrelated
Table 4
to the reconnection site. The input of Poynting flux is consumed by work
Integration of Terms in Field Energy Conversion Equation at the Moving
done by the electricEfield, J  E, and converted to particle kinetic energies.
Reconnection Front
E at i t 
40.0
E
J  E is almost zero since plasmas are frozen-in at the front.
dWB /dt
0.004
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dWE /dtE

  S  VF   WB  WE E

JE
E

J  E

0.001

−1.752

1.729

−0.013

Based on Equation 6, Figure 12 and Table 5 present the kinetic energy
conversion of ions and electrons at the front. Both local-time derivatives
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Figure 12. (a, e) Time partial derivative of kinetic energy density, (b, f) material derivative of kinetic energy density, (c, g) work by electric field, and (d, h)
E at i t 
40.0. Terms of ions are plotted in the upper row, and terms of electrons are
work by particle pressure gradient force near the right-hand-side front
plotted in the lower row. Arrows represent the ion bulk kinetic flux (upper row) and the electric bulk kinetic flux (lower row).

and material derivatives are plotted for comparison. Similar to that at the reconnection site, the bulk acceleration of particles is not obvious at the reconnection front (dK s /dt  0 ). This is because the work done by
the electricEfield J s  E is compensated by the work done by the particle pressure gradientEforce   Ps  Vs
(Figures 12c, 12d, 12g, and 12h and the last two columns of Table 5). The electron bulk kinetic energy flux
concentrates at the separatrices near the X-line, where the electrons are mostly accelerated. Therefore, the
electron bulk kinetic energy flux at the front appears relatively small. The effect of compression and inflation of the plasmas
E
K s  Vs at the front is negligible (see the third column in Table 5), which verifies that
the area of the front is steady during the moving phase.





The ion and electron thermal energy budgets are examined by analyzing Equation 7. As shown in Figure 13
and Table 6, the work by ion and electron pressure gradientEforce   Ps  Vs mainly turns into the enthalpy
flux (more specifically,
E
Ps  Vs flux) at the reconnection front. Locally heated ions and electrons account for
a small proportion. The contribution of the heat
E flux Q s is also insignificant. The outflow
E of Ps  Vs flux suggests that the bulk velocity of the plasmas ahead of the front is slightly faster than the constant front-moving
velocity
E
VF . This is because the ions ahead of the front can be reflected and accelerated, forming a jet downstream, that is, the precursor flow (S. Lu et al., 2016; X. Z. Zhou et al., 2010, 2011).





4. Conclusions and Discussions
In this study, we use a 2D PIC simulation to analyze the energy conversion from magnetic energy to particle kinetic energies at magnetic reconnection site and reconnection front. Our main conclusions are summarized below:
1. The reconnection rate is insufficient to reflect the energy conversion rate of transient magnetic reconnection. This is because the reconnection rate merely represents the energy
conversion near the reconnection site, which accounts for a small fraction
Table 5
of the energy conversion.
Integration of Terms in Ion and Electron Bulk Kinetic Energy Conversion
2. Energy conversion mainly occurs at the reconnection fronts instead
E at i t 
40.0
Equations at the Moving Reconnection Front
of the reconnection site. On one hand, the duration of energy conversion at the fronts lasts much longer than near the reconnection
E



P

V
dK s /dt E
s
K s  Vs
Es
Js  E
Species
site. On the other hand, the electric field grows exponentially at the
Ion
0.024
−0.010
−1.501
1.543
fronts; therefore, energy conversionE rate J  E, especially
E
Ji  E is enElectron
0.004
−0.0001
−0.165
0.185
hanced at the fronts.
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Figure 13. (a, d) Time partial derivative of thermal energy density, (b, e) material derivative of thermal energy density,
and (c, f) work by particle pressure gradient force near the right-hand side front
E at i t 
40.0. Arrows represent (a, d)
the enthalpy flux,E(b, e) Pi  Vi flux, and (c, f) heat flux. Terms of ions are plotted in the upper row, and terms of electrons
are plotted in the lower row.

3. A
 t the beginning of the reconnection, the Poynting flux is driven into the reconnection site from its top
and bottom boundaries. Part of the inflow and the local magnetic field energy are mainly converted
to the downstream enthalpy flux through the work done by the electric field. The remaining Poynting
flux and local bulk kinetic are diverted to the outflow from the left and right boundaries, along with the
enthalpy flux, forming the reconnection front. The cause is the magnetic tension force not being fully
compensated by the thermal pressure gradient. Therefore, the reconnection site serves as a trigger to
provide reconnected magnetic flux and generate the reconnection fronts.
4. At the well-developed front, energy conversion is unrelated to the reconnection site, with neither magnetic energy nor kinetic energy income from the X-line. Nevertheless, the Poynting flux flows in from the
top and bottom of the front and is converted through work by the electric field to particle energy in the
form
E of P  V flux flowing away from the front (even in the material frame). Compared to
E the P  V flux,
the local particle bulk acceleration and heating are much less significant.
Our research shows that the reconnection fronts account for more than 60% of the total energy conversion in
unsteady magnetic reconnection, supporting the claim that the energy conversion predominantly occurs at
reconnection fronts (Angelopoulos et al., 2013; Khotyaintsev et al., 2017; Sitnov et al., 2009; Yi et al., 2019).
Former simulations also found that magnetic energy conversion favors ions more than electrons (Goldman et al., 2015; Sitnov et al., 2009), and particles are more inclined to be heated than accelerated (Aunai
et al., 2011; S. Lu, Lu, Huang, & Wang, 2013). Through PIC simulations, Song et al. (2020) found that the
reconnection front is accelerated by the magnetic curvature force and hindered by the pressure gradient
force. They also studied how magnetic energy contributes to plasma heating and acceleration in the developing reconnection front. These conclusions are consistent with ours. For
the first time, we studied the connection between the reconnection site
and the reconnection fronts in terms of energy conversion, claiming that
Table 6
formation of the reconnection fronts requires energy (Poynting flux, bulk
Integration of Terms in Ion and Electron Thermal Energy Conversion
E at i t 
40.0
Equations at the Moving Reconnection Front
kinetic energy flux, and enthalpy flux) from the reconnection site. We
also investigated at a later period when the reconnection front maintains
  Ps  VE
  Ps  Vs
dUs /dEt
s
U s  EVs
 E
Qs
Species
a constant speed downstream, the time derivative terms reduce to almost
Ion
0.025
−0.016
1.489
−0.037
1.501
zero. It is concluded that energy conversion at the well-developed front is
unrelated to the reconnection site, whose energy source is the local PoynElectron
0.001
−0.003
0.157
−0.037
0.165
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ting flux in z-direction. Experiments on MRX suggested that 2/3 of the dissipated magnetic energy is transferred to ions and 1/3 to electrons (Yamada et al., 2014). In our simulation, energy gained by ions accounts
for 60%, and 40% for electrons at the reconnection site. While at the reconnection fronts, the proportion of
ions grows to 89%. The plasmas in the MRX facility span several ion inertial lengths, which are identical to
the situation near the reconnection site.
We have shown that fronts play a vital role in energy conversion. It is intriguing to think about the condition when characteristic size is small enough that it fails to form a steadily moving front, for instance,
electron-only reconnection, and reconnection with multiple ion-scale or sub-ion-scale magnetic islands.
Furthermore, the effects of a guide field are not considered here; it is known that the guide field will introduce asymmetric in reconnection configuration and suppress the growth of the reconnection electric
field. It is worthwhile to investigate the effects of a guide field on energy conversion. The 3D simulations
have shown that structures in the y-direction at the reconnection fronts emerge load and generator regions
(Khotyaintsev et al., 2017; Lapenta et al., 2014; Vapirev et al., 2013). Therefore, the contribution from the 3D
effects, especially the ky structures, to the overall energy conversion needs further studies.

Data Availability Statement
The simulation results described in Section 3 are generated from our computer simulation model. Moreover, the simulation model is described in Section 2. The simulation data for the figures and tables in the
study can be downloaded from https://dx.doi.org/10.12176/01.99.00682.
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